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Death road to canada wiki perks

Comments Share Zombo Town is an area on Death Road to Canada that can be accessed from the main menu of the Unlocks option. Its main use is for players to spend accumulated Zombo Points to upgrade and unlock Properties, Facilities, and various other permanent unlockables.
Zombo Points, by default, are earned whenever a player survives certain sieges and when they reach Canada, but other ways to earn Zombo Points can be obtained through Zombo City. Overview When entering Zombo City, the player will be placed in the middle of the road in front of three
buildings. In front of the left building, a red robot can be spoken to and will convey various information about Zombo City. In the left building, two large statues that allow the challenge to get a new hat for custom characters and the Governor of the Emperor who is the Big Jerk. Inside the
central building, Rambeaux, Debutante, Head Swap Doctor, and The Last Bodybuilder will offer a variety of Unlockable Amenities and Properties that can be purchased for Zombo Points and used in custom character creation menus. Each Perk can be upgraded several times before
reaching the maximum level, at which point it can no longer be used and more Perk options will arrive. In the right building, a Mad Scientist will allow you to go through the tutorial again if you want, and Framework gives you the option to delete your Save Data or a specific part of it, such as
your Custom Character and spend Zombo Points. Blue robots are also inside and talkable, displaying your storage file statistics and winning streaks. Outside, the rodent will spawn the first time you enter after increasing two advantages (or the same profit twice) or opening up properties that
will escape after interacting, and will take you to the NPC house known as Unomey. Unomey allows you to spend your Zombo Points for other permanent upgrades, such as increasing the gas obtained from Toilets and opening a special trader known as Tnomey who will appear in Trader
Camps for you to spend Zombo Points. However, unomey's main use is to spend Zombo Points for more ways to earn Zombo Points, making it easier and faster to progress through Zombo City. Unlocks and Upgrades Perks of the Mind Debutante offers facilities that improve mechanical
and medical statistics as well as other skills. Perks Base Level 2 Level 3 Health Care Unlocked by default 1 ZP 2 ZP Mechanic Unlocked by default 1 ZP 2 ZP Friend of Dog Unlocked by default 2 ZP 3 ZP Car Nut Unlocked by default 2 ZP 3 ZP Explorer Unlock default 2 ZP 4 ZP Pathfinder
6 ZP 2 ZP 4 ZP Top Seller 8 ZP 3 ZP 5 ZP Shield of Hope 10 ZP 4 ZP 7 ZP Weapon and Shooting Perks Rambeux offers advantages revolving around shooting stats and special weapons. Perks Base 2 Level 3 Gungineer Unlocked secara default 1 ZP 2 ZP Surgeon Unlocked secara
default 1 ZP 2 ZP Fighter Unlocked secara default 2 ZP 3 ZP Gun Collector Unlocked secara default 2 ZP 3 ZP Trademark Weapon 6 ZP 2 ZP 4 ZP Natural Natural 6 ZP 2 ZP 4 ZP Bow and Arrows 8 ZP 3 ZP 5 ZP Peak Performance Perks The Last Bodybuilder offers facilities that provide
close combat benefits such as strength and fitness statistics. Perks Base Level 2 Level 3 Athletes Opened by default 1 ZP 2 ZP Ultrafit Opened by default 2 ZP 3 ZP Megabuff Unlocked by default 2 ZP 3 ZP Big Bruiser Unlocked by default 2 ZP 4 ZP Martial Artist Unlocked by default 2 ZP
4 ZP Hidden Potential 8 ZP 3 ZP 5 ZP Ex-Wrestler 8 ZP 3 ZP 5 ZP T*S*T*C 10 ZP 4 ZP 7 ZP Trait Unlocking Head Swap Doctor offers every unlockable trait. Features of Sound Sleeper 3 ZP Gourmand 3 ZP City Seeker 6 ZP Travel Light 6 ZP Hero Type 10 ZP Tiny Eater 10 ZP Anime
Fan 15 ZP Specialist 15 ZP Grappler 15 ZP Phoenix* 20 ZP Dingus Savant 20 ZP *As of Kidney Update fire retardant trait has been removed, now combined with the nature of phoenix Unomey Upgrade Blurb Price Extra ZP I Get 1 ZP whenever you save someone or dog! NOTE: For
normal rescues only, rare rescues don't count. 5 ZP Extra ZP II Get 1 ZP every time you sell an item to a gun buyer! 10 ZP Extra ZP III Get 1 ZP every time you recruit someone or something! ZP 15 Extra ZP ULTIMATE Get 1 ZP every time an ally dies! Increased ZP Max ZP 20 (15)
Increase your maximum ZP to 15! NOTE: You can unlock this for free by winning the game in any mode. Increased ZP Max ZP 10 (20) Increase your maximum ZP to 20! NOTE: You can unlock this for free by winning the game in Deadlier Road mode! Increased ZP Max ZP 15 (30)
Increase your maximum ZP to 30! The most expensive properties or Perks are well below 30 points, but Unomey serves more upscale clients. Increased ZP Max ZP 20 (50) Increase your maximum ZP to 50! It lets you buy unomey's most expensive unlock. 30 ZP Trader Camp Gnome Lets
you buy a little extra inventory from Tnomey, Trade Gnome. He takes ZP as currency, and you can buy one thing from him per game. In addition to supplies, he can also sell additional recruits! 10 ZP Trader Gnome Upgrade This will increase The Gnome Trade to carry goods worth 20 ZP.
This will be an additional option in every store, in addition to its 10 ZP items. He's probably selling cheap guns and fighting rodents! 20 ZP Trader Gnome ULTIMATE This will increase The Gnome Trade to also carry goods worth 30 ZP. He might sell some new weapons and random rare
characters! 30 ZP Traders More Rare I Normal possibilities Rare Traders is 1/30 This will increase the chances to 1/27! 10 ZP Rarer Traders II Rarer Trader opportunity will increase to 1/24! 20 ZP Rarer Traders III Rarer Traders will likely increase to 1/21! 30 ZP Rarer Traders MAX Rare
Traders will likely to 1/18! 50 ZP Toilet Upgrade I Improves toilets. Now they're going to have 2 gas instead of 1. Maybe it adds up? 10 Toilet ZP Upgrade II Toilet can contain 2 bullets. Every little help. 20 ZP Toilet Upgrade III Toilet may rarely contain anything mysterious. Toilets will also get
a 30% chance of containing looted toilets, up from the default 20% 30 ZP Ultimate Toilet Upgrade this last toilet upgrade, you only need to open 50 toilets to call the Toilet Genie, not 100! Note: I'm being serious. 50 ZP Rare Finder I Possible Rare Locations will increase slightly! You can
also find one additional Rare Location in the game! NOTE: Rare locations can be identified by their flashing text. The probability of Rare Locations increased from about 3/55 to 4/55. Up to 4 Rare Locations can be found in one game, up to 3. 20 ZP Rare Finder II Chances of Rare Road
Events will increase slightly! You may also find additional Rare Events in the game! The probability of rare events increased from about 2/55 to 3/55. Up to 3 Rare Events can be found in one game, up from 2. 30 ZP Rare Finder III Possible Rare Locations will increase slightly! You can also
find one additional Rare Location in the game! The probability of a Rare Location increased from about 4/55 to 5/55. Up to 5 Rare Locations can be found in one game, up from 4. ZP 50 Rare Finder ULTIMATE Chance of Rare Road Events will increase even further! You may also find other
additional Rare Events in the game! The probability of rare events increased from about 3/55 to 4/55. Up to 4 Rare Events can be found in one game, up from 3. 50 ZP The Jerk Store When you interact with one of the two statues in the building, you can activate the challenge to win a new
hat for character customization. Challenge #1- You have to win 8 different game modes to activate: 9 new hats including: Toilet Tank with Lid, Horse Head Hood, Golden Crown, and more! Challenge #2- You have to win 12 different game modes to activate: 6 new hats including: Princess
Hat (Unisex), Dunce Cap, Disgusting Bird, and more! Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Community Content Sharing Comments are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Comment Sharing Traits is the personality of a survivor; unlike
facilities, traits usually determine personality statistics. They each have advantages and disadvantages that can help on a party trip to Canada. Certain traits will guarantee a combo stat, which provides additional capabilities in text events and merchant camps. By default, only 16 properties
are available. 11 other properties can be purchased in Zombo City. The Nature of Anime Fan Advantages and Disadvantages * It's like my zombie anime! The weapon was replaced with a powerful Katana that was too powerful. Katana cannot be dropped, even on death. WARNING: Avoid
getting full morals! BEWARE OF ANIME! Bandits become untrustworthy assets in the post-apocalyptic. Rip someone else from rip the group off ticking off the BERSERK time bomb! Destroy all zombies! Never back off! Oh no, I got bit! 4 points for strength, and shoot!! Can go one above the
maximum for the above statistics!!! Super low personality statistics! Die in one bite!! Calm down under the Fire of Calm and gathered. Useful when shooting into hordes! Very quiet because of the high calmness of 1 extra point in the charming photo shoot Of other people's perceptions, good
attitude, and pure charisma, there is something about this person that opens the door! The charm goes into stuff or get out of a bad situation Can't dazzle your way out of everything City Seeker * Blessed with an interesting life! A much greater chance of finding strange buildings or
characters in a city looting event! Normal odds: 10% | By nature: 50% Double the chance of finding a Rare Trader's Camp! Civilized Retains values long before the world went mad. It's good and bad. Loyalty statistics and super high personality! 2 points for medical and mechanical skills!!
Permanent and significant moral punishment!! Dingus Savant* Always destined for great things! Never bothered to work for it. Get a maximum bonus of 1 point for all skills! Took 1 fewer hits than usual! 2 penalty points for max morale! Someone's fiercely angry has a bad temper!
Aggression can be useful. 1 extra point in strength Bad temperamen because a low calm temperament can sometimes be a good Frantic Whiner Kind of fragile. But really good at running away! Run the speed bonus! Took one less hit than Gourmand's normal bad attitude * Really
appreciated the old canned food! Eating a full meal restores this character's 1 moral point, to the full! Get extra maximum health points! Eat a little more, 3 meals instead of 2. Running out of food reduces morale faster! Grappler* If a zombie falls, you can pick it up! Throw or slam the
zombies you're carrying! Hero Type* boring personality I will always be your body protector. yes, once. Save teammates from death in text events! Only do this once per game Starting with maximum loyalty! Comfortable Inventive with an engine, like a car. Two mechanical points! Can be
more maximal for mechanical skills!! Great intelligence check! Maybe it takes more practice to fix the annoying car This guy thinks they're so cool. But they don't! They're just annoying! Tell people to 'Cool It' Anger almost everyone's Mysterious Past This Person... have a mysterious past......
3 points are awarded to fight skills on random and extreme random personalities! Nurture Always think of others! Somehow zombie food hasn't. Two medical points! Can be more maximal for medical skills!! What an attitude! Perhaps the act of Conscious Great view of life combined with not
very perceptive allows for some miraculous feat of denial! Perhaps ignoring the desperation rolls badly for perception and paranoid intelligence The combination of high perception and extreme pessimism allows one to brace for the worst! Can identify traits in new recruits Always looking for
danger Can be a real Phoenix grumpus * Phoenix emerges from the ashes! * Arm flap like * Awaken yourself to death for full health!!! Inflamed! Stand in the fire! Lost the whole trait after the first death! Practical Has a variety of useful skills, but rather boring. The 3 points given to fight skills
on 3 random points are given to support skills on random boring personality Tough Type Really hard! Muscles! Not a long-term planner. Take one punch more than the normal bad intelligence roll Sound Sleeper * Sleep anytime, anywhere. #1 best sleep time! Superhuman Need a little
sleep. Never got TIRED status, ever. Specialist * A little too fixated on one method of scattered zombies. 2 points for strength, fitness, and shooting Can go one above the maximum for the above stats!! Can only carry ONE WEAPON at a time!! Tiny Eater* Eats far less than usual! Take a
little bite! A complete meal requires only one meal!! Get a 2 point penalty for maximum strength! Get a 1-point penalty for maximum fitness. Travel Light* Carry less so you can run a little faster! Run the speed bonus! 1 point more in fitness! Can only carry two guns at once! Warrior Good
begins his zombie thwacking skills, with an inconspicuous personality. 2 points more power! 2 points more fitness! Boring Personality *Traits are not available by default, a must first purchased from Zombo City Community content available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Note.
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